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QUESTIONS THAT GUIDED OUR DIALOGUE

1
What is the importance of 
understanding history and 
context when engaging in 
dialogues about the topic 

of leadership in 
reconciliation?

What role does leadership 
play in reconciliation & how 
does this role change from 

the perspectives of 
government, industry and 
Indigenous communities?

How can collaboration 
advance reconciliation in 

Canada today and what can 
we learn from the teaching 
modules, the experiential 
visits & team dialogues 

amongst ourselves?

2 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Questions that guided our dialogue - (to guide the panel) Read the questions and explain further if needed how these are the topics and questions that came up as we discussedHow did we answer these questions??.... Through the approach below:Approach: fact base coming from 3 main sources5 learning modules9 experiential visitsDialogues among participants representing views from Indigenous communities, Industry and GovernmentOUTLINE:First we will share our various perspectives on the definitions of the conceptsWe will then briefly discuss how the theory in the modules helped shape those definitions.Followed by this, we will share our findings from the experiential site visits, and touch on a few key observations from how organizations applied these concepts in their work. We viewed various types of leadership and our findings  revealed how these leadership styles either did or did not lend to the concept of reconciliation through collaboration.Finally we will summarize how this experience was internalized and our call to action as individuals and a working group



IS THERE A LINK?

LEADERSHIP RECONCILIATION COLLABORATION? ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We came into the workshop with various ideas around the meanings behind leadership, collaboration and reconciliation based on our personal and professional backgrounds. Through the modules we also learned different perspectives for example……Module 1: Dr. Eliane Ubalijoro – “You cannot be a leader in anything if you don’t know who you are, if you aren’t connected to your culture, language, etc.”Module 2: Prof, Mark BerlinWE leaned the importance of collaboration, more specifically how social entrepreneurship can be a device to solve systemic issues.Module 3: Chris RobertsChris gave a great leadership example, he was promoting economic growth and pushing the agenda forward  for First Nations internally.Module 4: Prof Timothy HodgesWe learned that different leadership styles can achieve results and not all leaders are perfect leaders. Module 5: Wendy SimmsFinally we learned about collaboration through social and professional networks and the importance of communicationUltimately we wanted to learn to what extent there are linkages between the three concepts and to what degree they influence each other in successful organizationNow Davina will take us through an introduction to the experiential dialogues and some of the key takeaways from those experiences.



Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission of Canada

94 Calls to Action

CANADIAN RECONCILIATION

United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights 

of Indigenous Peoples

Minister Wilson-Raybould’s
Ministerial Directive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DavinaThe Canadian Government has spoken of reconciliation as a priority due to the TRC’s recommendations, the 94 Calls to Actions, UNDRIP as well as Minister Wilson-Raybould’s Ministerial directives



ORGANIZATIONS STUDIED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DavinaIndifferentIncidentalProactive



EXPERIENCIAL DIALOGUE
Leadership styles affecting sustainability and fostering reconciliation through 
collaboration and dialogue

INDIFFERENT

Leadership style:
• Individualistic
• Authoritarian

Behaviors:
• Rigid
• Profit driven
• Exclusive

INCIDENTAL

Leadership style:
• Passionate
• Intentional

Behaviors:
• Open Minded
• Flexible
• Mindful

PROACTIVE

Leadership style:
• Holistic
• Innovative

Behaviors:
• Inclusive thinking
• Proactive 
• Visionary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Davina:takeaways:There are attempts being made from Industry, Government and Indigenous communities to reach reconciliation at different levels. Some are successful/some not so much. Understanding and awareness is paramount to achieve reconciliation through collaborationMAIN TAKEAWAY – Reconciliation lost in translation for some 



APPLICATION TO LEADERSHIP

RECONCILIATION COLLABORATION? ?LEADERSHIP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presentations on leadership presented a series of examples of leadership styles – in particular, Dr. Timothy Hodges presented a contrasting series of individuals who have demonstrated significant and meaningful leadership in practice.  Every leader under consideration exhibited different motivations, skills, and approaches, and yet their commonality was in both sometimes having failed and sometimes having succeeded tremendously.  The example of Dr. Hodges himself demonstrated both a combination of skill and luck, preparation and Deus Ex Machina intervention in the form of other flawed leaders succeeding where he had failed..In site visits, an equally wide series of leadership skills was on display.  From the quiet but resolute strength of community development exhibited by Chris Roberts in his work in Wei Wei Kum to the more intellectually based leadership of the Royal BC Museum and it’s role in formal treaty negotiations, the organizations demonstrated differing abilities to deal with reconciliation with First Nations people in BC.  ��Notwithstanding organizational behaviours and situations, individual leaders who demonstrated a personal commitment to reconciliation were able to lead their organizations into a space conducive to reconciliation.  Organizations led by individuals who did not have leadership skills conducive to reconciliation – whether due to structural, educational, or other factor related to their specific industry – these organizations were lacking in demonstrable achievements in reconciliation with First Nations locally and provincially.  Thus leadership played a vital role in an organizations success in Reconciliation.  Leadership styles required and were missingLeadership within the groupConcluding thoughts – areas of agreement and disagreement How to advance this dialogue?What is missing or is needed to move forward from the three perspectives?Are other perspectives missing? Which ones?



NUTS’ AMAAT SHQWALUWUN

The people come together with one heart and one mind. 
They see the same things and work together towards the same goal.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Summary what are the takeaways from this presentation?Throughout the presentataion and onsite visits we have learned that we must make sense of our part, understand where we are in the present, to find common goals for the future. The role of leadership is to take time to understand the diverse pespectives related to various topics that we have learned from.In order to achieve collaboration, dialogue needs to happen first.



ALUMNI COMMITMENT

1. Conference call twice yearly to review new learnings etc.

2. Sharing successes and failures

3. Ensuring alignment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 as part of our next steps process our group intends to meet twice a year to do the following:Check in and update on reporting to our individual organizationsShare progress and best practices on our progress in leadership developmentExplore alignments in our individual organizations are moving toward a process of reconciliation



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank You
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